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α1-acid glycoprotein (AGP), also known as Orosomucoid (ORM), belongs to the
Lipocalin protein family and it is well-known for being a positive acute-phase protein.
AGP is mostly found in plasma, with the liver as main contributor, but it is also expressed
in other tissues such as the brain or the adipose tissue. Despite the vast literature on
AGP, the physiological functions of the protein remain to be elucidated. A large number
of activities mostly related to protection and immune system modulation have been
described. Recently created AGP-knockout models have suggested novel physiological
roles of AGP, including regulation of metabolism. AGP has an outstanding ability to
efficiently bind endogenous and exogenous small molecules that together with the
complex and variable glycosylation patterns, determine AGP functions. This review
summarizes and discusses the recent findings on AGP structure (including glycans),
ligand-binding ability, regulation, and physiological functions of AGP. Moreover, this
review explores possible molecular and functional connections between AGP and other
members of the Lipocalin protein family.
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INTRODUCTION

α1-acid glycoprotein (AGP), also known as Orosomucoid (ORM), is member of the Lipocalin
protein family and well-known for being a positive acute-phase protein. Approximately 70 years
have passed since the discovery of AGP (Schmid, 1950; Weimer et al., 1950) and thousands of
studies have been performed since then. In the big picture, AGP is commonly defined as a transport
protein in plasma whose main function is to modulate the immune system, including cytokine
secretion (Hochepied et al., 2003). Numerous in vitro and in vivo activities such as the inhibition
of platelet aggregation (Costello et al., 1979), modulation of cell proliferation/differentiation (Chiu
et al., 1977; Qin et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2021), and drug transport have been reported
(Israili and Dayton, 2001). However, the exact molecular mechanism of AGP function remains to
be elucidated. AGP is mostly found in plasma from hepatic origin, but other tissues/cells such as the
adipose tissue, the nervous system, endothelial cells, and immune cells also express AGP, especially
during inflammatory conditions (Dente et al., 1988; Sorensson et al., 1999; Hochepied et al., 2003).
Indeed, a large number of pathological conditions (including many types of cancers, infection,
obesity, and cardiovascular diseases) raise AGP levels in plasma (Israili and Dayton, 2001).

This work represents an overview of the multiple faces of AGP and focuses on its physiological
roles. Furthermore, this review explores possible molecular and functional connections between
AGP and other members of the Lipocalin protein family (summarized in Table 1).
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the associations/common features of AGP and other
members of the Lipocalin protein family discussed in this mini-review. Note many
other examples might exit.

Other Lipocalins Topic discussed Section

Several Immunocalin group AGP, Definition, and
Molecular Characteristics

ApoD and ApoM Progesterone binding Endogenous Ligands

ApoM PAF, barrier permeability Endogenous Ligands

Lipocalin 1 and 2 Siderophore binding In vivo Approaches,
Transgenesis, and
Knockouts

ApoD Leptin Receptor In vivo Approaches,
Transgenesis, and
Knockouts

RBP4 and several
others

Retinol Binding In vivo Approaches,
Transgenesis, and
Knockouts

ApoD and Lcn2 Lipocalins and Astrocyte
responses

In vivo Approaches,
Transgenesis, and
Knockouts

AGP, DEFINITION, AND MOLECULAR
CHARACTERISTICS

Human AGP (hAGP) is actually not a single unique protein.
Instead, two main forms of AGP coexists in humans. They
are encoded by a cluster of genes: AGP1 is encoded by the
ORM1 gene and AGP2 by the ORM2 gene. Both genes have
identical structures with 5 introns (Sanchez et al., 2003), and
AGP1/2 sequences only differ in 22 amino acids. Besides this
complexity, ORM1 gene has three common variants: F1, F2,
and S (collectively referred as F∗S). Equally, AGP2 is sometimes
referred as variant A. Interestingly, other mammals have a
different number of Orm genes. For instance, AGP is coded by
three Orm genes in mouse, whereas rats have a single gene. The
different number of “AGP-genes” in laboratory animal models
could be turned into a research advantage, though this has not
been much exploited yet.

The crystals of unglycosylated AGP1/2 (produced in E. coli)
revealed a typical Lipocalin fold comprising an eight-stranded
β-barrel which is flanked by a C-terminal α-helix (Figure 1A;
Schonfeld et al., 2008; Nishi et al., 2011). Four loops connect
the β-sheets and a tryptophan is buried inside of the cavity.
This is one of the few, but key, amino acid mostly conserved
across the Lipocalin family (Flower et al., 2000; Ganfornina et al.,
2000; Schiefner and Skerra, 2015). AGP2 ligand-binding region is
narrower than that in AGP1, explaining the different compound-
binding affinities reported for AGP1/2 (several examples can be
found in Herve et al., 1993; Herve et al., 1996, 1998; Kuroda
et al., 2003; Zsila et al., 2008; Nishi et al., 2011). Two disulfide
bridges stabilize the structure of hAGPs (Schonfeld et al., 2008;
Nishi et al., 2011). Interestingly, hAGP2 has an extra free Cys that
could form a covalent binding with other proteins or participate
in redox reactions, though this is merely a speculation.

α1-acid glycoprotein is heavily glycosylated, five N-linked
glycans are present in hAGPs. These glycans represent around

45% of the AGP molecular weight and contain a high proportion
of sialic acid, giving AGP its characteristic acid isoelectric point
(pI = 2.7–3.2). In contrast, the unglycosylated AGP pI was
calculated to be 4.97. Glycosylation increases AGP solubility but,
importantly, increases its molecular weight such that it escapes
glomerular filtration in the kidneys. AGP glycosylation pattern
is rather complex and heterogeneous [reviewed in detail by
Fournier et al. (2000); and further studied by Fernandes et al.,
2015]. Multiple glycan combinations have been detected in the
plasma of healthy humans (Treuheit et al., 1992; Ongay and
Neususs, 2010; Baerenfaenger and Meyer, 2018; Keser et al., 2021)
and changes under pathological states have been reported (De
Graaf et al., 1993; Liang et al., 2019; Keser et al., 2021). More
specifically, branches with sialic acid are also fucosilated creating
highly biologically active sialyl-Lewis X epitopes (sLex). It is
not fully clear how glycosylation affects AGP binding toward
endogenous ligands, but the fact that Asn-75 localizes near to
the entrance of the binding pocket should be considered (Nishi
et al., 2011). Additionally, there are documented examples where
branching and fucosylation do limit drug-binding affinity (i.e.,
Wu et al., 2018).

Evolutionary, Lipocalins were classified in fourteen clades
(I-XIV), where AGP clusters among the modern ones and
included in clade XII (Gutierrez et al., 2000). AGP is only
found in vertebrates and classified as an “outlier Lipocalin”
because it contains only one of the three Lipocalin structurally
conserved regions (SCRs) (Flower et al., 2000). Besides the
traditional way of classifying Lipocalins, the term Immunocalins
was proposed some time ago (Logdberg and Wester, 2000).
Immunocalins would be a group of proteins sharing the
Lipocalin fold and involved in immune system regulation. The
founder group included: AGP, α1-Microglobulin, Glycodelin, and
Lipocalin 2 (Lcn2 and also known as Siderocalin, NGAL, or
24p3), Complement Factor 8, γ-subunit, Tear Lipocalin (also
known as Lcn1 or Von Ebner’s gland protein) and Lipocalin
Prostaglandin D Synthase (L-PGDS). Even though the concept is
still valid, we now know that many other Lipocalins modulate the
immune response. Examples include Apolipoprotein D (ApoD)
(Dassati et al., 2014) and Apolipoprotein M (ApoM) (Frej et al.,
2017; Ruiz et al., 2017). Altogether then, there is a mounting
evidence that the first ancestral Lipocalin may have had general
defensive functions.

AGP LIGANDS AND RECEPTORS

A powerful approach to investigate a Lipocalin’s physiological
function(s) is often to identify its ligand(s). Such an approach
would be suitable for some Lipocalins, such as RBP (Retinol
Binding Protein 4), L-PGDS or ApoM. However, AGP is much
more complex: it has a promiscuous ligand-binding behavior and
is capable of binding hundreds of molecules from endogenous
or exogenous origin. AGP has one primary high-affinity binding-
site -“the classical Lipocalin binding-site”- but other sites with
different capacities and lower affinity exists. Binding data for
more than 300 drugs and endogenous substances were compiled
several years ago and the list of compounds keeps growing
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FIGURE 1 | α1-Acid Glycoprotein (AGP) structure and functions. (A) Schematic representation of hAGP2 structure in complex with a drug in the Lipocalin cavity. In
this case the ligand is the antiarrhythmic medication disopyramide (3APW) [originaly published by Nishi et al. (2011)]. The left model is a lateral view of AGP2 and the
right model show the view from the top, the open side of AGP β-barrel. The secondary structures are colored: β-sheets in yellow and α-helix in magenta. The ligand
(disopyramide) is represented in a bulky format to highlight the cavity inside of AGP2. The figure was generating using NGL viewer (Rose et al., 2018). (B) Schematic
representation showing important factors influencing AGP functions. AGP is highly heterogenic and numerous activities in vitro and in vivo have been reported. AGP
is an acute-phase protein that modulates the immune system and, recently, AGP has also been shown to regulate the metabolism. AGP tissue/cell type of
expression determines which isoform is expressed: AGP1 or AGP2. Then, each tissue counts with a specific set of enzymes to glycosylate proteins and, indeed,
multiple glycosylation patterns have been detected in AGP. The F symbols represent the possible presence of sLex groups. Note that the schematic cartoon of the
glycosylation does not represent the actual complex and heterogeneous AGP glycosylation pattern. More detailed information can be found in Baerenfaenger and
Meyer (2018), Keser et al. (2021). Finally, the environment where AGP is secreted allows to bind/scavenger a different set of ligands, Indeed, an enormous number of
compounds are efficiently bound by AGP. The sum of all the above-mentioned factors would contribute to AGP physiological functions.
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(Israili and Dayton, 2001; Wishart et al., 2006; Zsila et al., 2006;
di Masi et al., 2016; Smith and Waters, 2018). AGP binds mainly
to basic molecules, given its highly acidic nature, but it is also able
to bind neutral and acidic drugs (Taguchi et al., 2013).

Endogenous Ligands
Several endogenous molecules bind to AGP. Catecholamines are
long-known but are low-affinity ligands of AGP (Sager et al.,
1987). Similarly, the ability of AGP to bind progesterone with low
affinity was documented earlier (Westphal et al., 1961; Ganguly
et al., 1967), and further confirmed with modern methods
(Albani, 1997; Ojala et al., 2006; Huang and Hudgens, 2013).
It was suggested that progesterone sequestration by AGP would
represent a buffer system (Westphal et al., 1961), but not much
have been experimentally demonstrated. Curiously, plasma AGP
is not the only Lipocalin able to bind progesterone. ApoD was
isolated as a progesterone-binding protein from mammary cystic
fluid (Pearlman et al., 1973; Rassart et al., 2000) and even
the complex crystalized (Eichinger et al., 2007). Additionally,
recombinant ApoM showed certain ability to interact with
progesterone in vitro (Ahnstrom et al., 2007), but no evidences
of progesterone being an endogenous ApoM ligand have been
presented so far.

Another report strongly argued for biliverdin as the
endogenous ligand of hAGP1. Even though convincing
in vitro data supports the binding, no evidences of biliverdin
as endogenous ligand were presented (Zsila and Mady,
2008). The authors speculated that inside of the β -barrel,
biliverdin might be transiently protected from enzymatic
oxidation, thereby preventing accumulation of toxic bilirubin
(Zsila and Mady, 2008).

In the search of physiological AGP ligand(s), a big effort
was implement in Finland a few years ago (Ojala et al.,
2006). Large amounts of AGP were isolated from plasma,
followed by lipid extraction and mass spectrometry analysis.
Significant amounts of lysophospholipids, and more specifically
lysophosphatidylcholines (LPC) with unsaturated acyl chains,
were identified. Further in vitro ligand-binding assays confirmed
the highest affinity for LPC20:4, LPC18:3, and LPC18:1. However,
AGP was also able to efficiently bind free fatty acids and
platelet activated factor [(PAF), 1-alkyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine, (as also previously reported in McNamara et al.,
1986)]. Finally, to highlight the biological relevance of AGP-
LPC and AGP-PAF complexes, it was shown that AGP prevented
LPC-induced priming and PAF-induced activation of human
granulocytes (Ojala et al., 2006). Systemically, several studies
have shown that AGP contributes to maintain cellular barriers
in the kidneys, lungs, brain and vessels (i.e., Haraldsson et al.,
1992; Johnsson and Haraldsson, 1993; Muchitsch et al., 1996,
1998, 2000; Sorensson et al., 1999) whereas LPC and PAF
induce permeability (Huang et al., 2005; Hudry-Clergeon et al.,
2005); suggesting that AGP could be a LPC/PAF scavenger.
Interestingly, the expression of another Lipocalin, ApoM, is
induced by PAF (Xu et al., 2002) and ApoM is fundamental
to maintain barrier function (Christoffersen et al., 2011; Ruiz
et al., 2017; Mathiesen Janiurek et al., 2019). In conclusion,
the work by Ojala et al. (2006) could potentially explain the

anti-inflammatory/protective effects of AGP and it probably has
been the best attempt to explain the physiological relevance
of AGP ligand(s).

Xenobiotics-Binding
Many compounds show potential therapeutic capacity when
examined in vitro or in animal models. However, the impressive
ability of AGP to bind drugs sometimes represents a limitation for
their clinical use (as discussed on Smith and Waters, 2018; Bteich,
2019; Bteich et al., 2021). UCN-01 (7-hydroxystaurosporine)
is an anti-cancer drug and its sequestration by AGP is a
classic example of AGP affecting drug pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics. hAGP displays an unexpected high affinity
for UCN-01 and hence increases drug plasma concentration,
while blocking its distribution and elimination. In contrast,
canine AGP has lower affinity for UCN-01 and therefore has
little effect on the pharmacodynamics of UCN-01 and rat AGP
exhibited only weak and nonspecific binding to UCN-01 (Fuse
et al., 1998, 1999). Interestingly, encapsulation of UCN-01 in
liposomes has been proposed to reduce the impact of AGP on
UCN-01 pharmacodynamics (Yamauchi et al., 2005, 2008).

Examples of recent studies on drugs bound by AGP include:
Warfarin (Hanada, 2017), Pinometostat (Smith et al., 2017),
Aripiprazole (Nishi et al., 2019), Imatinib (Mic et al., 2020),
Voriconazole (Yuan et al., 2020), ONO-2160 (Kono et al., 2019,
2021), SCO-272 (Ebihara et al., 2018, 2019), and Brigatinib
(Wang et al., 2020).

AGP Receptors
The paragraphs above discussed the binding capabilities of
AGP. But it is unclear if AGP is a passive scavenger protein
or, alternatively, whether AGP delivers its cargos to particular
receptors. Several membrane proteins have been reported to
interact with AGP. For instance, AGP binds to the C-C
chemokine receptor type 5 (CCR5) in the plasma membrane of
macrophages and skeletal muscle cells (Atemezem et al., 2001; Lei
et al., 2016). Both, AGP polypeptide and glycans are important for
AGP-CCR5 interaction. Speculatively, the authors suggested that
AGP-CCR5 association could block the infection of macrophages
by the HIV-1 virus (Seddiki et al., 1997).

The presence of numerous sLex groups in AGP have led
to depict AGP as an interacting partner of the endothelial
adhesion molecules P-selectin and E-selectin. In this way, AGP
binding would block the adhesion of circulating leukocytes to the
endothelium upon inflammatory stimuli (Jorgensen et al., 1998;
Hochepied et al., 2000). A structural model of AGP and P-selectin
interaction have been calculated in silico (Fernandes et al., 2015).
Furthermore, AGP sLex groups mediate the interaction of AGP
with immunoglobulin-like lectins (Siglecs) (Gunnarsson et al.,
2007) and modulate reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation in
neutrophils (Gunnarsson et al., 2010).

Finally, the liver-expressed asialoglycoprotein receptor binds
molecules of AGP in which the terminal sialic groups are missing
and efficiently clears asialo-AGP from circulation (Kindberg
et al., 1990; Matsumoto et al., 2010). It has been suggested that
another, yet unknown, receptor would mediate AGP uptake (with
sialic acid residues) (Matsumoto et al., 2010; Taguchi et al., 2013).
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However, it is not known if AGP is simply targeted for
degradation or has also intracellular functions.

Remarkably, AGP binds to membranes and undergoes a pH-
induced conformational change (a unique transition from a β-
sheet-rich structure to an α-helix-rich structure) which caused
a decrease in AGP affinity for progesterone (Nishi et al., 2002,
2004, 2006). This has been interpreted as a mechanism to release
molecules inside of the cell (illustrated in Taguchi et al., 2013).
However, this has also been interpreted in the opposite way: as a
mechanism to sequester LPC/PAF from the plasma membranes
where they are generated (Ojala et al., 2006). Interestingly, this
unique β-sheet to α-helix transition has also been reported for
Tear Lipocalin (Gasymov et al., 1998). Follow-up investigations
to address the relevance of AGP β-sheet to α-helix transition
in vivo would be highly valuable.

IN VIVO APPROACHES, TRANSGENESIS,
AND KNOCKOUTS

α1-acid glycoprotein being an acute-phase protein, most of the
early in vivo studies were related to inflammatory insults. For
that, different transgenic mouse models were initially created to
study AGP. Bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) strongly induced
expression and liver secretion of hAGP1 in mice carrying the
whole hAGP gene cluster (ORM1, ORM2, and ORM3 genes) or
a fragment with only the ORM1 gene (Dente et al., 1988). Later,
another transgenic mouse in which the rat Orm gene was over-
expressed was made. LPS, IL-1, IL-6, or glucocorticoids were used
to trigger the inflammatory response and this boosted rated AGP
expression several folds (Dewey et al., 1990). In general, AGP
has shown to be protective in vivo against inflammatory insults
(as summarized in Hochepied et al., 2003). One example is that
the intraperitoneal injection of hAGP (but also rat and bovine)
protected against lethal shock induced by TNFα (Libert et al.,
1994). However, the overexpression of rat AGP led to a more
aggressive development of acute colitis (Hochepied et al., 2002).

Another example of a protective effect is that pre-
administration of exogenous bovine or hAGP or transgenic
over-expression of rat AGP in mice, significantly increased
survival against a lethal infection with the Gram-negative
bacteria Klebsiella pneumoniae (Hochepied et al., 2000) or
Bacillus anthracis (Shemyakin et al., 2005). However, the
molecular mechanism involved is unknown. One explanation
could be the reported capacity of AGP to form complexes with
LPS (Moore et al., 1997). However, AGP-LPS complexes cannot
explain the documented protection against the Gram-positive
Bacillus anthracis. Alternatively, a recent paper proposed a
direct action of AGP on bacterial growth. Siderophores are small
molecules secreted by bacteria to secure their iron supply (a
scarce and essential micronutrient) and growth. The authors
reasoned that many bacteria secrete stealth siderophores that
escape Lcn2 recognition (the archetype Siderocalin), and
suggested that AGP may be a “Siderocalin” and hence able
to bind siderophores (Samsonov et al., 2021). Interestingly,
Tear Lipocalin, a highly abundant Lipocalin in secretions,
interferes with microbial growth by scavenging of siderophores

(Fluckinger et al., 2004), Tear Lipocalin is, however, not
present in plasma. Given the similarities between Lcn2, Tear
Lipocalin and AGP, one may speculate that AGP can also
neutralize siderophores escaping Lcn2 entrapment and inhibit
K. pneumoniae or B. anthracis growth. Unfortunately, AGP
computational experiments were inconclusive for K. pneumoniae
siderophores (Samsonov et al., 2021). However, the results
were more positive about petrobactin (one of the siderophores
secreted by B. anthracis) being a candidate ligand for AGP
(Samsonov et al., 2021). In any case, the ability of AGP to
bind siderophores and inhibit bacterial growth needs to be
experimentally demonstrated.

AGP1 is highly abundant in plasma (∼0.075 g/dl; ∼15 µM)
(Kremer et al., 1988; Gannon et al., 2019; McDonald et al., 2020),
easy to purify and represents a relatively affordable commercial
source of AGP protein for in vitro and in vivo experiments.
However, there are some limitations that can complicate the
interpretations of the results. First, different batches of protein
come from different donors and likely have distinct glycosylation
patterns. Importantly, mouse and human livers possess a different
set of fucosyltransferases and hAGP produced in mice lacks
sLex (Havenaar et al., 1998). sLex groups can be important to
efficiently modulate hAGP function. Thus, hAGP might be not
fully functional in murine experimental models. Additionally,
isolated AGP will likely come with uncharacterized ligand(s) in
its cavity and variations in the purification protocols may impact
their presence and nature.

The absence of AGP-KO animal model was a strong limitation
to understand AGP functions, until, for the first time, an Orm1-
KO mouse was published in 2016 (Lei et al., 2016). The newly
created mouse mutants were first used to demonstrate that
AGP1 binds to CCR5 on skeletal muscle cells to increase muscle
endurance (Lei et al., 2016). Later, the same group showed that
AGP1-CCR5 increased the activity of glycogen synthase (the rate-
limiting enzyme in the glycogen synthesis pathway) via AMPKα2
(Qin et al., 2016). Further, they identified estrogens (as a negative)
and erythromycin (as a positive) regulators of the AGP1-CCR5
pathway (Sun et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2020).

Interestingly, Orm1-KO mice show altered metabolic
parameters, such as increased levels of insulin and leptin together
with impaired glucose tolerance (Sun et al., 2016) and AGP1
deficiency increases the expression of genes related to fibrosis in
adipose tissue (Wang et al., 2021). Previously, and in agreement
with the Orm1-KO mouse model, the continuous systemic
infusion of hAGP1 improved glucose and insulin tolerance in
obese/diabetic mice (Lee et al., 2010). Further explorations in the
Orm1-KO mouse led to the discovery that AGP inhibits food
intake. Mechanistically, AGP1 interacts with the leptin receptor
(Lepr) in the hypothalamus and activates the JAK2-STAT3
pathway to inhibited food intake (Sun et al., 2016). However, it is
not clear how AGP1, the main isoform in circulation, crosses the
blood brain barrier to interact with the Lepr in the hypothalamus.
Additionally, the main isoform in the brain is AGP2 and its levels
do not change under metabolic stress (Sun et al., 2016). Even
though, the nature of the AGP-Lepr interaction model is not
completely understood, its existence is certainly an interesting
observation. ApoD, the most ancestral Lipocalin in vertebrates,
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has also been shown to interact with the Lepr (Liu et al., 2001).
ApoD interaction is thought to take place with the cytosolic
domain of the Lepr (Liu et al., 2001), whereas AGP interaction
was modeled to occur via the leptin-binding domain of the Lepr
(Sun et al., 2016).

The first complete AGP-KO (Orm1, Orm2 and Orm3-KO)
was finally published last year, 2020 (Watanabe et al., 2020). The
AGP-KO mice did not show any obvious defects in appearance
or growth. However, the AGP-KO animals had exacerbated
fibrosis, inflammatory response and macrophage infiltration
in a model of renal fibrosis (Watanabe et al., 2020, 2021).
Accordingly, AGP administration reduced renal fibrosis and
inflammation (Bi et al., 2018). Interestingly, all-trans retinoic
acid treatment boosted AGP serum concentration in plasma
and required AGP to protect against renal fibrosis. So, how do
all-trans retinoic acid and AGP damper renal fibrosis and the
immune response? It is noteworthy that all-trans retinoic acid is
a classical Lipocalin ligand and binds to AGP with micromolar
affinity (Breustedt et al., 2006; Ruiz et al., 2013). Therefore,
all-trans retinoic acid might just induce AGP expression that
then transports it to the damaged area? Interestingly, the
major transporter of retinol in plasma, the Lipocalin RBP4,
is a negative acute-phase protein (Rosales et al., 1996). Thus,
AGP could take the place of RBP4 and transport retinols
during inflammation.

Interestingly, AGP1-KO did not affect the infarct area in a
model of ischemic stroke (even when the blood brain barrier
was compromised). Instead, the expression of AGP2 was induced
in the ischemic tissue (Wan et al., 2016, 2019). Unfortunately,
an AGP2-KO model was not available at that time. Therefore,
the availability of a full AGP-KO is now a great tool to explore
anew the role of AGP in the central nervous system. Expression
of AGP2 in the brain is induced upon systemic inflammation,
astrocytes being the main source of AGP. Mechanistically, AGP2
inhibited CCL4-induced microglial activation by blocking the
interaction of AGP with CCR5 and reduced microglia-mediated
neurotoxicity (Jo et al., 2017). Noteworthy, other Lipocalins are
also expressed in glial cells. For instance, astrocytes express ApoD
upon stress conditions to promote neuronal survival (Bajo-
Graneras et al., 2011; Pascua-Maestro et al., 2018). Oppositely to
AGP and ApoD, Lcn2 is an autocrine mediator of astrocytosis
and renders astrocytes more sensitive to cell-death signals (Lee

et al., 2009). To add one extra level of complexity, only apo-Lcn2
(no-ligand bound) sensitized activated astrocytes to cell-death
(Lee et al., 2009). Therefore, it would be relevant to investigate
if any ligand mediates the protection by AGP in the brain
upon inflammation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

α1-acid glycoprotein expression is strongly up-regulated during
the acute-phase response probably as a counter-balance to
damper an excessive inflammatory response. Thus, AGP
is typically associated with protection. Interestingly, AGP
investigations are not limited to inflammation and new studies
reported an active role of AGP in metabolic regulation. One of
the most interesting features of AGP is its heterogeneity, from
the amino acid sequence to the glycosylation pattern (Figure 1B).
Multiple AGP forms are possible which suggests the existence of
fine-tuned mechanisms to regulate AGP functions and highlights
AGP versatility to participate in multiple process. The best
example of AGP versatility is its ability to bind hundreds of small
molecules (Figure 1B). Despite thousands of publications about
AGP, its molecular functions are not fully understood. Hopefully,
the newly created AGP-KO mice will help to shed light on AGP
physiological roles.
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